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DELTA RESOURCES, INC., RESEARCH, ANALYTICS, AND TECHNOLOGY (RA&T),
CONTRACTS DIRECTORATES APPRAISED AT CMMI LEVEL 3
Alexandria, VA, 8/6/2018: DELTA Resources, Inc. (DELTA), Research, Analytics, and
Technology (RA&T) and Contracts Directorates today announced that they have been appraised
at level 3 of the CMMI Institute's Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)®. The appraisal
was performed by Broadsword Solutions Corporation.
The successful appraisal is the culmination of DELTA’s implementation of its DELTAForce
process improvement program; combining Agile Scrum software development with
Systems/Cyber Engineering under CMMI Level 3 process and practice discipline. DELTA’s
Director of RA&T, Michael Miller, explained, “DELTAForce enabled us to exponentially
transform our already great technical and business culture to ensure even better results for our
customers.” These achievements include foundational improvements to DELTA’s DevOps
(software development and operation) evolution, enabling our cloud cyber teams to innovate
rapidly at scale. Miller continued, “DELTA is now in a capable position to take on and excel on
much larger technical efforts that deliver exceptional value to our customers.”
CMMI is a capability improvement framework that provides organizations with the essential
elements of effective processes that ultimately improve their performance. An appraisal at
maturity level 3 indicates the organization is performing at a "defined" level. At this level,
processes are well characterized and understood, and are described in standards, procedures,
tools, and methods. The organization's set of standard processes, which is the basis for
maturity level 3, is established and improved over time.
CMMI Level 3 maturity is one element of DELTA’s continued emphasis on performance
excellence, and supports our delivery of technical services in the critical mission areas of C5I
and Warfare Systems Engineering and Integration; Shipbuilding and Fleet Support; Critical
Infrastructure and Force Protection; and Cybersecurity and Cloud Computing.
About: DELTA Resources, Inc. is a woman-owned business, established in 2000 to provide support
services to the Federal government and private sector. With 300+ employees and annual revenues
exceeding $50 million, the company maintains a steadfast focus and sustained growth in national
security mission areas. DELTA achieves its corporate objectives through a partnership-oriented
commitment to excellent customer service and employee development.
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